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ABOUT:

Making is thinking (MiT) is a Master course provided by the new
department Architecture and Technology. (AT).
Collaborations with Cirka Teater, Trondheim municipality and Trondheim
Port Authority enable us to contribute to the local debate about the future
of the harbour area Nyhavna in Trondheim.
The course ends in a public festival called “Hendelser på Nyhavna” and
is a continuation of the work done by Making is Thinking at Nyhavna
during the spring semester 2016. Please check out our website:
http://makingisthinking.net/masters-course/
We encourage experimental ways of working with, among other
techniques, drawing, performance, video and full-scale building. Hands-on
experiences of making is central within MiT, because they fuel ‘lateral
thinking’1 and challenge students to overcome learning thresholds or
habitual thought patterns (‘design fixations’ or ‘Einstellung effects’ ).2

1
2

As Albert Einstein says,
"problems cannot be solved with the same mind-set that created them."
The course is primarily held in TRANSark’s learning laboratory MiT Lab and on
site at Nyhavna. In addition to the analogue and digital tools of the MiT Lab,3
we have access to workshops for visual media and sculpture at KIT
(Trondheim Academy of Fine Art), and to sound technique explorations with
NTNU HiST and NTNU Music Technology.
One of the tools available is an Interactive Sandbox. The sandbox combines
analogue and digital processes and enables collaborative thinking and
making. Please check out: http://makingisthinking.net/mit-lab/
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LEARNING METHODS and GOALS:

We will challenge the participants to:

 challenge prevailing design habits and design preconceptions in order
to reveal new possibilities

 to make creative use of, and appreciate the unusual, the strange and the
unexpected

 increase their ability to experiment towards radical solutions
1

 Engage in analogue materials as a ground for idea generation and

2

communication

 Develop architectural briefs
 Continuously express their ideas through architectural form and space.

Experimentations will be encouraged and it will be allowed to
make mistakes, which are essential for all forms of creative work
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THEME:

Gentrification is a major challenge in many cities and Trondheim makes no
exception. Nyhavna faces a major urban transformation. What will set the
premises for the development?

Is it possible to use cultural power as catalyst for urban development?

1

Today Nyhavna is the habitat for industrial and cultural production. What
kind of place will Nyhavna be in the future? Nyhavna, like many other
similar areas, risks to end up with housing and some bars, shops and
restaurants. Ideas on building a concert hall or a new campus has been
presented, but what about the people that already inhabit Nyhavna?
What about production facilities for small industries, start-up businesses and
artists?

2
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So: What can an urban program be? What should you also be able to do in
a city beyond drinking coffee and shopping? Urban camping, growing on
the rooftops, maker spaces in existing facilities, infills, pop-up businesses,
places to play, to interact…? Anything can happen in a city, and anything
can happen at Nyhavna!
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Tentative timeline
START

OPENING

MUD

DEEP DIVES

MAPPING

Get down – get dirty

UPWARDS, DOWNWARDS AND ONWARDS

Projects on Nyhavna

Visions for Nyhavna

EXHIBITION

CLEAN

WHAT?

Clay /
Plaster

Drawing

“Upwards
DownWards
And
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PHOTO
PHOTOSHOP

Structure:
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welding
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Communicate
And
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Video
editing
LISTEN:

New ideas
for
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potential
projects

SOUND
GRAPHICS

Mass/

ACT:

Structure
Wood

Perform
ativity

Merely focus on project
development crystallized in
the previous phase
Note that all the workshops
will be connected to this final
project
This period will be completed
after a midterm review
In week 14

Reflection and dissemination

Upwards

Downwards

Exhibition on site
and on web
Representing the hole
semester

FULL
SCALE
BUILDING

DIPLOMA REVIEWS

Warming
Up:

MOVE:

Study trip / workshop week

Mass:

EASTER

SEE:

Full scale interventions at Nyhavna

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

WORKSHOPS

Onwards

HOW?
Individual work

Common work

Individual work

Common/Individual

Common work

Common

WHERE?
MiTLaB
KIT – if you need to work in the workshops

KIT

Wood ws
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MiTLaB

Nyhavna

Cirka
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Dep.
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KIT
Music
technology

WHO?
Cirka
Theatre
Core
team

Cirka Theatre
Core team

Core team
And other resources
depending on the themes and
techniques acquired

All
involved
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Tentative staff:

Different tutors from AT institute as well as Cirka theater, Kit, Music Tecknology and Hist will contribute with workshops during this semester. We will also be a part of «BLÅ TRÅD» by Trondheim municipality

CIRKA:

AT:

It`s mandatory to follow both courses
AAR 4611 Making is Thinking core team

AAR4909 Aesthetics, Theory and Practice in Architecture

Cirka teater:

Gro Rødne

Architect, Course Coordinator

Eivind Kasa

Anne Marit Sæther

Johanna Gullberg

Architect and PhD candidate

Playwright, director, actress
and founder of Cirka Teater

Nina Haarsaker

Architect

Gilles Berger

Scenographer, actor
and founder of Cirka Teater

August Schmidt

2
Architect and engineer

Monica Stendahl Rokne

Managing director
and producer in Cirka Teater

Dr. Architect, Course Coordinator

Other contributors from KIT (we know by now):

1

Stokkøya:

Edvine Larssen
Simon Harvey

Photo:
Video:
Welding:
Graphic prints:

Other contributors from AT (we know by now):
Nina Eide Holtan
Harald Wårvik

Architect and illustrator
Artist

AT:

Anne-Karin Furunes
Bruce Sampson
Intermedia department
Sculpture department
Photography and print department

KIT:
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Artist and
PhD candidate
Writer, art theorist
and art historian
Architect and Artist
Photographer
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Other contributors from Music teclology and Hist:
Sound:

Hist/MT:

Robin Støckert
Sigurd Saue

HIST
Music Technology
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Point of departure
INDIVIDUAL WORK

PROCESS

The range of
architectural
knowledge,
skills and
values will be
assessed on the
basis of the course
objectives and as
follows:
1

•
•
•
•

Initiative
Attendance
Creative risk-taking
Progression in all the
assignments. I.e.
drawing, mapping
• Log (own learning
reflections)

TEAM WORK
• Attendance,
contribution and
initiative in all the
teamwork assignments.

Please note:
Primarily the
responsibility
of the tutors



Attendance in the Studio is
expected and engagement is a
precondition



The teamwork assignments are
mandatory.



AAR4909 Aesthetics, Theory and
Practice in Architecture will be
assessed separately

The tutors and
the external
examiner have a
50/50 %
saying in the
assessment and
we strive for
consensus when
it comes to
the final results

RESULT

2

• Content and quality of
the Web-presentation
• Content and quality of
the process book
• Quality of the
Architectural design
work
(The “deep dives”)
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• Full scale project
• Common master plan
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Primarily the
responsibility
of the external
examiner
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Important:
Architectural Design,
Form and Colour Studios

 The course starts 6. February
 Max. 15 students
 In TRANSark MiTLaB. 225 and 227
 Language: English (except if everybody speaks Norwegian)
For more information:

 Our website: http://makingisthinking.net/masters-course/
• Find a more extensive description on the Faculty's website
• Or contact course coordinator on : gro.rodne@ntnu.no
1
2

AT /Architectural Design,
Form and Colour Studios m
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MiTLaB

Akademika
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RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT
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Research on learning processes contributes to the development of the MiT
course. Please check out: https://www.ntnu.edu/transark. MiT is also
enriching its repertoire through participating in workshops and other
events outside NTNU; during 2016 at the University of Antwerp, in
collaboration with ETSAB in Barcelona and within the Lisbon Architecture
Triennale. During the spring semester 2017, MiT gives an Eksperter i Team
(EiT) course, which will be integrated in the Master course.

1
2

The course has, besides a great emphasis on "learning by doing", a
strong connection to theory through the course “AAR4909 Aesthetics,
Theory and Practice in Architecture”. It is mandatory to combine
AAR4611 and AAR4909.
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RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT
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We look for open-minded participants, willing to creatively and responsibly
engage in experimental design activities, societal questions and public
events. Candidates should be eager to take part in a dynamic and
intense semester including both teamwork and individual work.

1
2

All photos are from the Master course Making is Thinking 2016
1:
Lateral thinking is solving problems through an indirect and creative approach,
using reasoning that is not immediately obvious and involving ideas that may not be obtainable by
using only traditional step-by-step logic. The term was coined in 1967 by Edvard de Bono. According
to de Bono, lateral thinking deliberately distances itself from standard perceptions of creativity as
either "vertical" logic (the classic method for problem solving: working out the solution step-by-step
from the given data) or "horizontal" imagination (having many ideas but being unconcerned with the
detailed implementation of them).
2:
‘Einstellung Effect’ eller ‘Design Fixation’: «Where good ideas can block better
ones, or when earlier transformations and shifts that have had positive effects can subsequently
prevent further transformation, and have a pernicious effect by inhibiting new ways of seeing and
thinking.» Ray Land.
3:
One of the tools available is an Interactive Sandbox. The sandbox combines
analogue and digital processes and enables collaborative thinking and making. Please check out:
http://makingisthinking.net/mit-lab/
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